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Abstract
In scenarios such as remote work, open offices and call centers,
multiple people may simultaneously have independent spoken
interactions with their devices in the same room. The speech
of competing speakers will however be picked up by all micro-
phones, both reducing the quality of audio and exposing speak-
ers to breaches in privacy. We propose a cooperative cross-talk
cancellation solution breaking the single active speaker assump-
tion employed by most telecommunication systems. The pro-
posed method applies source separation on the microphone sig-
nals of independent devices, to extract the dominant speaker in
each device. It is realized using a localization estimator based
on a deep neural network, followed by a time-frequency mask
to separate the target speech from the interfering one at each
time-frequency unit referring to its orientation. By experimen-
tal evaluation, we confirm that the proposed method effectively
reduces crosstalk and exceeds the baseline expectation maxi-
mization method by 10 dB in terms of interference rejection.
This performance makes the proposed method a viable solution
for cross-talk cancellation in near-field conditions, thus protect-
ing the privacy of external speakers in the same acoustic space.
Index Terms: Crosstalk Cancellation, Source Separation, Lo-
calization, Acoustic Sensor Network

1. Introduction
The actual state of telecommunication technologies leaves
something to be desired; when multiple speakers hold different
conversations in the same space, interference inevitably leaks
into each other’s transmissions, which is not only a cause of
quality degradation but can violate the users’ privacy. This ef-
fect is known as cross-talk [1, 2] or microphone leakage [3] and
requires multi-channel speaker interference rejection to extract
a target source from an observed mixture. This task is known as
cross-talk cancellation (CTC) and it is getting much attention
not only to reduce the noise but also to protect the privacy of
external speakers.

For the CTC task, a multi-channel meeting scenario was de-
signed towards an ad-hoc sensor network [4, 2] where we only
have access to the sensor observations of all other users, which
are as well corrupted by crosstalk. In this context, adaptive fil-
tering in time and frequency domain has been adopted to esti-
mate the room impulse responses (RIRs) from the interfering
source’s microphone to the target microphone [5, 6, 7]. How-
ever, it requires a speaker activity detector or prior knowledge
of the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) to control the adap-
tation process. Other methods address a non-negative signal
factorization [8], kernel additive modeling [2], or a Gaussian
probabilistic framework [9]. CTC is also tackled as a multi-
channel denoising task using a multi-channel Wiener filter [3],

focusing only on the competing speaker’s energy. An extended
version using a Kalman-based Wiener filter [10] improves the
interference rejection by considering a prior estimation of the
RIRs [11]. However, CTC performance still depends on the
RIR estimation accuracy. Other studies address the CTC issue
in a typical meeting scenario as a blind source separation (BSS)
task [12, 13]. On the other side, CTC has been also studied in
the binaural context as a BSS task [14, 15] by localization-based
approaches to reduce the effect of competing signals coming
from estimated directions. These localization-based BSS ap-
proaches are not focusing on close-talk and near-field scenarios
since they are potentially limited by the features used for local-
ization, which are usually adapted to the far-field context.

Unlike already established filtering-based CTC methods
depending on prior knowledge, we study the reliability of adapt-
ing a localization-based BSS technique for the CTC task in a
near-field telecommunication scenario detailed in Sec. 2. We
propose a two-channel CTC algorithm based on masking in-
ferred from the speakers’ orientations. As described in Sec. 3,
we make use of a deep neural network (DNN)-based architec-
ture to infer the orientation of each time-frequency (TF) bin in
different frequency blocks in the spectrum of the observed mix-
ture, assuming the W-disjoint orthogonality property of speech
signals [16]. Therefore, CTC is iteratively obtained for each
device by multiplying the observed mixture by the mask asso-
ciated with the dominant direction of arrival (DOA) in its dedi-
cated microphone channel. Comparing our system with a state-
of-the art method in a realistic and challenging scenario, our
experiments in Sec. 4 show that better interference rejection
is obtained, making our framework a good candidate for pri-
vacy preservation in telecommunication applications by attenu-
ating competing speakers.Note however that our method relies
on collaboration between local devices, such that we need to
both authenticate and trust local devices. For such authentica-
tion, we can apply for example acoustic fingerprints [17].

2. Telecommunication scenario
We propose a telecommunication scenario where each device
detects other devices in close proximity [17] and share their
recorded signals. In particular, we consider a sensor network
comprising two independent recording devices that can be seen
as a linear array with two omni-directional microphones. As-
suming an anechoic and noiseless context, the recorded mix-
ture of M speakers in a specific device can be modeled in the
discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT) domain as

Xm(ω) = Sm(ω) +
∑
µ∈I

Im,µ(ω),m = 1, 2, (1)
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Figure 1: The architecture of the proposed system using DNNs based time-frequency masking for the crosstalk cancellation (CTC) task.

where Sm(ω) stands for the spectrum of themth specific target
speaker and Im,µ(ω) denotes the signals from the µth interferer,
with µ ∈ I = [1..M ] when µ 6= m. The speaker signal is
attenuated with a positive amplitude decay factor βm ∈ IR+

and delayed by a transmission time of flight τm ∈ IR+ relative
to the speaker position, which can be represented as

Sm(w) = βmS(w) exp (−jwτm),m = 1, 2. (2)

where j =
√

(−1). The CTC problem consists in computing
estimates S̃m for Sm, which depends on the delay parameter
τm which in turn represents the source’s spatial location. Under
the sparsity assumption, contributing sources in each T-F bin
can be classified to their spatial locations. Then, similar to [18],
the target dominant speech can be estimated by exploiting the
fact that each source is considered dominant in its dedicated
microphone channel.

3. Proposed framework
Considering our two-device model, we propose a DNN-based
system for the joint localization, and classification of sources.
The system architecture of the proposed framework is shown in
Fig. 1 and it consists of the following four stages: (1) extraction
of the low-level features; (2) training of the DNN; (3) estima-
tion of the probabilities that each T-F unit belongs to different
sources and generation of the soft mask; and (4) recovering of
the target signal from the soft mask and mixture signal.

3.1. Inputs to DNNs

We adopt the raw short time Fourier transform (STFT) as the
input which contains required information for the localization
task. The resulting spectrogram is a (T × B) complex-valued
matrix, where T represents the amount of time frames contained
in the audio sequence andB stands for the number of frequency
bins. We obtain then the T-F representation for each domi-
nant and interferer sources Xdom(t, b) and Xint(t, b) where
t = [1..T ] and b = [1..B]. The input features are then es-
timated at each T-F unit and grouped into N uniformly dis-
tributed frequency blocks, each of them containing K = dB

N
e

frequency bins. To localize speech sources, a DoA classifier is
built using N DNNs, each of which is fed with its correspond-
ing input vector of features referring to the nth frequencyblock
in the range ((n− 1)K + 1, ..., nK).

As we assume a near-field telecommunication scenario, the
inter-channel level difference (ILD) is expected to be close to

0 dB in low frequency bands as it is a function of frequency
and thus invalid, because the sound wave period is larger than
the microphone spacing. However, inter-channel time differ-
ences (ITD) perform well in the frequency range 500 Hz to
2000 Hz [19]. Nevertheless, ITD estimators underpinning the
cross-correlation algorithm as well as its alternatives rely on a
free-field propagation model of the sound waves. Therefore, the
presence of multiple, simultaneously active sources can cause
severe ambiguities in the distinction of peaks due to the direct
path of the dominant source from peaks arising due to the in-
terfering source, which is more challenging in the case of the
near-field context [20]. Since cross-power-spectrum (CPS) in-
volves ITD information, the combination of CPS and ILD can
make the estimation of sound source direction more accurate.
Thus, unlike [21], which uses mixing vector inter-channel phase
difference (IPD) and ILD for the same DNN based separation
method, we use a feature vector combining ILD and CPS de-
rived from the observed input spectrum in each frequency block,
consecutively defined as:

ILD(t, b) = 20 log10

(
|Xint(t, b)|
|Xdom(t, b)|

)
,∈ RTXB (3)

CPS(t, b) =
Xdom(t, b)X∗int(t, b)

|Xdom(t, b)X∗int(t, b)|
,∈ RTXB (4)

ITD(t, b) = argmax
t

(CPS(t, b)),∈ RTXB (5)

where |.| takes the absolute value of their arguments
and argmax computes the time lag of the maxi-
mum peak. Concatenating CPS, ILD and ITD fea-
tures, a vector is obtained at each T-F unit U(t, b) =
[CPST (t, b), ILDT (t, b), ITDT (t, b)]T ∈ RTx3B .

All extracted vectors of features are split into N blocks,
where each block involves only the information from K fre-
quency bins as follows:

U(t,n) = [UT(t, (n− 1)K + 1), ..., UT(t, nK)]T ∈ R3K (6)

where n is the index of the nth frequency block fed into the nth

DNN. For raw data with a sampling rate of 16 kHz, the STFT of
the observed mixtures are computed in frames of 2048 samples
(128 ms) with 50 % overlap. A sliding frequency window with
64 samples and 50 % overlap is then used to extract 31 CPS
vectors in each time frame, which are then cropped to a num-
ber of samples equivalent to a maximum microphone distance
around 2.5 m. Therefore, the CPS vector within a lag range of
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Figure 2: Architecture of the used DNNn: Un,m is the input
vector of features and a bias vector bU . AE1 and AE2 are
two auto encoders and the bias vectors bAE1 and bAE2 . The
softmax classifier gives the probability pj = j|Ut,m.

[−128,+128] samples has size 256. Adding then ILD for 64
T-F units and one ITD value results in an input feature vector
U(t,n) with length Q = 321 for each DNN.

3.2. The DNN architecture

The N DNNs in our proposed framework have the architecture
shown in Fig. 2. It is composed of one input layer, two hid-
den layers using an unsupervised learning algorithm based on
backpropagation namely sparse autoencoder (AE) [22] and an
output layer using a softmax classifier.

Given a two-channels observed mixture, the input vector of
features is computed and fed into the first layer. Therefore, the
number of input neurons equals the dimension of the feature
vector, Q = 321 neurons, and one bias unit. In order to extract
high-level features from low level ones, similar to [23], we use
two hidden sparse AEs which are composed of V = 256 neu-
rons and one bias unit employing a sigmoid activation function.
The estimated high level-features will serve as input for the
DoA classifier based on a softmax layer containing 19 neurons
corresponding to the J considered orientations ranges. Thus,
our DNN outputs 19 nodes, which stand for the azimuth di-
rections θj from −90° to +90° with steps of 10°, representing
the likelihood of the presence of a sound source P = {pj} in
the jth orientation index. Assuming that dominant and inter-
fering speakers are in different ranges, the output layer works
as a softmax classifier estimating the probability of the signal
coming from a specific direction for each frequency block.

3.3. Training method

The training of the DNN is divided into pre-training and fine-
tuning stages similar to [23, 24]. In the pre-training phase, we
use the greedy layer-wise training [25, 26] and the limited mem-
ory BFGS (L-BFGS) optimization algorithm to minimize the
cost function. Each of the two sparse AEs and the softmax clas-
sifier are trained individually by using each output layer as input
for the next layer, fixing the weights of the previous layers at
each stage. The two AEs are trained using the unlabeled data of
observed signals of the individual dominant speaker convolved
with the corresponding RIR. Then, the outputs of the 2nd AE
are used to train the softmax classifier, which activates the jth

neuron giving the highest probability that the current set U(t,n)

is oriented to the jth direction. A cross-entropy loss function
is therefore used to optimize the softmax classifier. Finally, the
fine-tuning stage consists in stacking the softmax classifier and
the AEs together, then training the overall DNN. This stage em-
ploys L-BFGS optimization to minimize the difference between
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Figure 3: The experimental setup. The index j = [0, J ], corre-
sponding to a DoA (θdom/int) ranging from −90° to +90°.

the output of the DNN and the label of the training dataset.
For the different training stages the following parameters

were chosen. The 1st AE has a weight decay λ = 9 × 10−4,
which is then set to λ = 1 × 10−4 for the 2nd AE, softmax
classifier and fine tuning. Both AEs use a sparsity parameter
ρ = 0.3 with sparsity penalty β = 2 and trained over 300
epochs. However, the softmax classifier and the fine tuning
stages are trained over 200 epochs.

3.4. Time-frequency masking

The softmax function outputs a source occupation probability
of each block as noticed in the Fig. 1.Each T-F unit in the same
block is assigned to the same source’s occupation probability
of the mixture. This probability mask is followed by an un-
group operation where the dominant target source is recovered
by applying the softmask to the mixture’s spectrogram and re-
constructed using the inverse STFT (ISTFT). We assume that
the nearest sensor to the dominant speaker is the reference chan-
nel in the CPS computation such that its corresponding azimuth
orientation is positive, as shown in Fig. 3. In contrast, the com-
peting source is assigned to the negative orientations. The same
strategy will be applied for the interferer as it will be considered
the dominant source in its closest reference device, and will be
assigned to the positive orientation. It should be noticed that
the flowchart is applied separately for each device unlike free-
field source separation methods usually separating interfering
contributions from the same mixture.

4. Experiments and discussion
A telecommunication scenario involving a single, static speech
source, is first simulated to train our model for speech localiza-
tion. Second, the robustness of the proposed method is investi-
gated against overlapping speech from two sources. Therefore,
we can study the impact of the source orientation on the CTC
performance.

4.1. Experimental Setting

The training and test samples were generated using Pyrooma-
coustics [27]. The room size is 8× 6× 3 m3 with a reverbera-
tion time of about RT60 =0.2 s. Two sensors were then placed
in the center of the room providing a horizontal aperture with
inter-sensor distance dmic = [1, 1.5, 2] m.

Anechoic utterances from the LibriSpeech dataset [28]
were randomly extracted for both train and test sets. For the
train dataset, mixtures were generated for each of the J consid-
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Figure 4: The localization accuracy of the DNNs: Similarity be-
tween the ground truth (real) DOAs and predicted DOAs rang-
ing from −90° to +90°.

ered ranges between −90° to +90° in steps of 10° and the source
was located at distances ddom = [1, 2, 3] m. 10 audio segments
of duration 15 s were generated for each configuration, result-
ing in 7 h of speech. The test set is designed in a similar man-
ner, limiting the orientation of the dominant source to [0°,90°]
to ensure its proximity to the dominant recording channel. We
then introduce an interfering source, equidistant to the center of
the array.The interfering source’s orientation is set to [−90°,0°],
with a minimum spacing of 40° (i.e. 4 classes) with respect
to the dominant source. The interfering signal is scaled to pro-
vide source-to-interference ratio (iSIR) levels of 0, 5 and 10 dB
with respect to the dominant source in each mixture. The audio
recordings were performed with a sampling rate of 16 kHz and
synchronized with the fixed ground truth positional data relative
to the inter-sensors center. Each data sample is labeled using a
19-dimensional one-hot encoded vector corresponding to the set
azimuth for each generated mixture.

4.2. Experimental results

As the proposed CTC solution is closely depending on the
DNNs-based DOA estimator, its overall performance can be
then evaluated in terms of source localization accuracy and CTC
quality. Hence, in this section, we analyze the DoA estimator
accuracy, as well as the CTC output quality.

4.2.1. The localization accuracy of the DNNs

A good indication of the quality of the DNN output is the plot
of the ground-truth DOAs in which a target source is positioned
versus the DNN output predicted DoA. By averaging on the
frequency dimension and on the number of consecutive frames
within the same test set J , we obtain a confusion matrix rep-
resenting the DoA accuracy as shown in Fig. 4. It reflects that
the used DNN shows a high similarity between the ground-truth
DoA and the predicted labels. High accuracy is noticed at small
azimuth angles, however slightly smaller accuracy is shown for
higher azimuth orientation. Nevertheless, DoA mismatch corre-
sponds approximately to 2 ranges, or an azimuth error of about
20°. This error is due to the windowing effect on CPS repre-
sentation introducing some deviation in the detected highest ev-
idence referring to the ground-truth DoA, which subsequently
affects the activated range (neuron) in the softmax layer. Nev-
ertheless, the effect of this bias on T-F Mask is expected to be
significantly small since the CTC scenario is assuming more
than 4 ranges separating the dominant speaker from the inter-
fering one. Hence, our DNN-based DoA estimator is suffi-
ciently accurate in the near-field telecommunication scenario.
It should be noted that our DoA resolution is closely related to
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Figure 5: CTC performance comparison between the pro-
posed workflow and MESSL method [29] for Signal-to inter-
ference ratio (iSIR) ranging from 0 to 10 (dB) when dominant
source is located in all considered DoA ranges in degrees: (a)
the source- to-interference ratio improvement (∆SIR), (b) the
source-to-distortion ratio improvement (∆SDR).

the choice of frequency bins, set to K = 64. A smaller value
allows for higher resolution in the localization of the dominant
source, however, it increases the training time. Therefore, we
need to find a compromise in terms of DoA accuracy resolution
and training time.

4.2.2. CTC evaluation

The CTC performance of our proposed system is evaluated un-
der different iSIRs and different azimuth ranges, as described
in Section 4.1.We present in Fig. 5 (a) and (b) the improvements
in terms of source- to-interference ratio (∆SIR) and source-
to-distorsion ratio (∆SDR) respectively, using the museval li-
brary [30]. The proposed results are compared to a model-based
expectation-maximization BSS (MESSL) method [29], which
also relies on a localization estimator. We can clearly notice
that the proposed method achieves a better interference rejec-
tion with a higher ∆SIR reaching up to 20 dB for lower az-
imuth values, for which our DNN is most accurate. However,
increasing the source’s orientation affects the T-F mask resolu-
tion leading to a lower interference rejection, especially when
the source is perfectly aligned with the microphone pair. We
also notice that interference rejection is performed with a higher
distortion constraint, as shown in Fig. 5 (b).The main source of
distortion comes from the resolution of the T-F mask affected
by DoA estimation errors under low iSIR levels and high az-
imuth angles. Nevertheless, the proposed method, outperforms
the MESSL approach in terms of CTC with a higher ∆SIR. By
establishing a compromise with the distortion level, our method
is suitable for protecting the privacy of external speakers in the
same acoustic space.

5. Conclusion
When multiple users are simultaneously speaking to their de-
vices, then the competing speakers will leak into all devices.
Such cross-talk reduces the audio quality and can lead to
breaches in privacy. Inspired by the recent advances in blind
source separation, we propose to adapt a T-F masking algo-
rithm inferred by a deep direction estimation for the CTC task.
Our proposed CTC system uses frequency-dependent features
for an unsupervised learning approach, mapping between the
inter-channels cues and contributing sources’ locations using a
DNNs based model. The proposed method can thus be used
to improve user experience in multi-user scenarios in terms of
privacy by canceling interfering speakers in a near-field context.
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